THE son of Ex-President Hayes has entered the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is to become a civil engineer. — Dartmouth.

We understand that Daniel Webster is studying at Dartmouth with a view to teaching school.

Professor: "The agnostic may be briefly described as the Knower of philosophy. Passing that point, Miss — may tell what she knows of sense perception." Miss — : "Professor, I am an agnostic." — Vassar Mis.

This choice bit from the Alma Mater, — you can find the rest in the reading-room:

Never once say that "You don't care,"
Never exaggerate, never swear.

Geometry class room Professor: "You do not seem to have studied this very carefully." Freshie (a little deaf), excitedly: "Yes, sir, that is just what I am trying to prove." — Exe.

The University of California is to have a mechanical laboratory.

Boston University has a new building for the College of Liberal Arts.

Lehigh University has a new gymnasium. Dr. Sargent of Harvard arranged the furniture and apparatus.

Candy pulls are doing "much to promote good feeling among the students" of the Boston University, according to the Beacon.

Professor: "Phryxus and Helle were riding on the golden fleece, when Helle fell off." Student: "Helle he did ( ! ) ?" — Polytechnic.

FORTUNE TELLING.

Her little hand lay soft in mine,
While, o'er its pink palm bending,
I traced with care each wavy line
In hope the secrets to divine
Hid in their graceful blending.

I spoke of fortune's gifts in store;
Of prospects bright and pleasant;
Of wealth, ease, travels, sea and shore,
Discarded suitors, full a score,
Of him who sighed at present.

"His ardent wooing must succeed,"
Said I, "as plainly written ";
But she, quite pitiless, indeed,
Softly replied, "Pray, can you read
The meaning in this mitten?"

Athenæum.